ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES - 10 JULY 2019

UOW student involvement in Tanzania has had a big impact. The University is involved with the
Australian not for profit organisation 'So They Can'. UOW students participate in the two way
program alongside teachers in Tanzania. Paul Harris, a philanthropist from London provides direct
support to make this happen.
Opportunities and strategy in the faculty include; South Western Sydney where the master of social
work has been launched, two part time Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lecturer positions are
being recruited for public health and geography. The wellbeing of staff is an ongoing activity and the
faculty is looking closely at the EBA workload guidelines, with particular focus the younger schools.
The faculty has launched a new faculty alumni committee and plan.
A member noted that the result (46%) in the recent voice survey in relation to workload was that of
cross unit cooperation and asked what was being done to enhance that within the faculty and across
other faculties. The ED/SOC reported that the Executive Deans from all five faculties, are conscious
that silos exist across the University and are looking at major initiatives to assist in reducing these.
South Western Sydney and the Health and Wellbeing Precinct are good examples of progress in this
area. He added that communicating with staff and making them aware of what the opportunities are
is important. The recent work on big data, which was a review commissioned by the VC, showed a
lot of capability across the unit and indicated people are looking for opportunities. The ED SOC
acknowledged the need to create opportunities for people to come together. The ED LHA noted that
in relation to breaking down silos, LHA and SOC have engaged in a collaboration to deliver blended
learning.
A member asked if there were plans to expand initiatives in the Bellambi community. The ED SOC
advised that plans are in place for this to occur in a controlled and measured way to ensure robust
community connections. It is in ACHEEV's remit is to make those connections. He added that there
is (Ryan Park) MP has been a strong supporter of the Bellambi community.
RESOLVED 2019/35:
that Academic Senate note the Faculty of Social Sciences presentation provided by the Executive
Dean, Professor Glenn Salkeld
*2.3

UOW Lecture Recording Proposal
The DVCA introduced the item and provided a history of the discussion. Reporting that the lecture
capture paper first came to Academic Senate in October 2016, when the student representatives asked
for a consistent approach to the recording lectures. At the time following the meeting, there was little
and slow progress. At the December 2018 meeting of Academic Senate, two student representatives,
Ms Mia Watson and Mr Josh Black presented a very good paper which generated a good and fulsome
discussion.
It was resolved at the December meeting that a Task and Finish Group would meet to identify areas
where the University would like to progress lecture recordings with the view to making them available
to students. Since then, the Task and Finish Group met three times and fulfilled its remit.
There are some complexities associated with the introduction of an opt out approach notably the
sentiment amongst academic colleagues is that lecture capture should not be seen as an opportunity for
students to miss classes but a means of facilitating access to learning.
The next iteration of the Task and Finish Group will comprise student representatives, academic and
professional staff as well as the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Students). The group will use the guiding
principles as outlined in the agenda paper, to provide a framework for the development of supporting
policy and procedures. The paper has been discussed in detail at the University Education Committee
(UEC) where it was welcomed and strongly supported. It was acknowledged that there are some issues
still to be resolved. The issues log at attachment three of the agenda paper clearly outlines the issues
to be considered.

